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Abstract

interactions
information

Conclusions: A more complex picture of evolution of bacterial ribosomal proteins than previously
suspected is emerging from these results, with major contributions of lineage-specific gene loss and
horizontal gene transfer. The recurrent theme of emergence and disruption of Zn-ribbons in bacterial
ribosomal proteins awaits a functional interpretation.

refereed research

Results: Complete bacterial genomes were searched for duplications of ribosomal proteins.
Ribosomal proteins L36, L33, L31, S14 are each duplicated in several bacterial genomes and
ribosomal proteins L11, L28, L7/L12, S1, S15, S18 are so far duplicated in only one genome each.
Sequence analysis of the four ribosomal proteins, for which paralogs were detected in several
genomes, two of the ribosomal proteins duplicated in one genome (L28 and S18), and the
ribosomal protein L32 showed that each of them comes in two distinct versions. One form
contains a predicted metal-binding Zn-ribbon that consists of four conserved cysteines (in some
cases replaced by histidines), whereas, in the second form, these metal-chelating residues are
completely or partially replaced. Typically, genomes containing paralogous genes for these
ribosomal proteins encode both versions, designated C+ and C-, respectively. Analysis of
phylogenetic trees for these seven ribosomal proteins, combined with comparison of genomic
contexts for the respective genes, indicates that in most, if not all cases, their evolution involved a
duplication of the ancestral C+ form early in bacterial evolution, with subsequent alternative loss
of the C+ and C- forms in different lineages. Additionally, evidence was obtained for a role of
horizontal gene transfer in the evolution of these ribosomal proteins, with multiple cases of gene
displacement ‘in situ’, that is, without a change of the gene order in the recipient genome.

deposited research

Background: Ribosomal proteins are encoded in all genomes of cellular life forms and are,
generally, well conserved during evolution. In prokaryotes, the genes for most ribosomal proteins
are clustered in several highly conserved operons, which ensures efficient co-regulation of their
expression. Duplications of ribosomal-protein genes are infrequent, and given their coordinated
expression and functioning, it is generally assumed that ribosomal-protein genes are unlikely to
undergo horizontal transfer. However, with the accumulation of numerous complete genome
sequences of prokaryotes, several paralogous pairs of ribosomal protein genes have been
identified. Here we analyze all such cases and attempt to reconstruct the evolutionary history of
these ribosomal proteins.
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Background
The core structure and functions of the ribosome, the molecular machine for protein biosynthesis [1-3], have been fixed
at a very early stage of evolution and apparently were already
in place in the last common ancestor (LCA) of all extant cells
[4]. This notion is amply supported by the conservation of the
sequences of ribosomal RNAs (rRNA) and many ribosomal
proteins (r-proteins), along with those of other central components of the translation machinery, in all three superkingdoms of life - Bacteria, Archaea and Eukarya [5,6]. Moreover,
in bacteria and archaea, there is also notable conservation of
the organization of genes coding for rRNA and r-proteins.
Indeed, the r-protein superoperon that includes genes for a
varying, but typically large, set of r-proteins is the most conserved gene array in prokaryotic genomes [7-10].
Genome comparisons have shown that horizontal gene
transfer (HGT) is much more common than previously suspected and permeates not only ‘operational’ genes, but also
‘informational’ genes [11], including some components of the
translation system, for example aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases [12-14]. Therefore, the issue of the existence and
identity of a stable core of prokaryotic genomes that is (practically) free from HGT has become particularly pertinent.
Given that rRNA and r-proteins function as a tightly coordinated complex and that the order of the corresponding genes
in prokaryotic genomes is partially conserved, it is generally
assumed that genes for r-proteins are not subject to HGT or,
at least, that horizontal transfer of these genes is rare [6].
Accordingly, rRNA and, to a lesser extent, r-protein
sequences have been routinely used as phylogenetic markers
[15-17]. Individually, most of the r-proteins are small and
highly conserved and therefore do not provide particularly
suitable material for phylogenetic analysis. However,
attempts to construct phylogenetic trees by using a concatenated alignment of multiple r-protein genes resulted in
topologies that were generally compatible with the topology
of the rRNA tree, which supported the notion that, among
r-protein genes, HGT is not common [6]. Paralogy is generally not characteristic of r-protein genes either; most
prokaryotic genomes have only one gene for each r-protein.
There are, however, several exceptions to this trend, and a
recent phylogenetic study on the r-protein S14, which is
duplicated in several bacterial genomes, revealed an unexpected tree topology that could be explained only by a combination of HGT and differential gene loss (DGL) ‘’at the
heart of the ribosome’’ [18].
We sought to systematically analyze all cases of duplication
of r-protein genes in completely sequenced prokaryotic
genomes, with the aim of reconstructing their evolutionary
history and, in particular, assessing the contributions of
HGT and DGL. We found that DGL following gene duplication probably had the dominant role in shaping the evolutionary patterns of these r-protein genes, but many instances
of probable HGT were also identified. In addition, we

observed an unexpected phenomenon of consistent disruption of Zn-ribbon modules in r-proteins that have undergone
gene duplication.

Results and discussion
Duplications of r-protein genes: C+ and C- versions
To identify duplications of r-protein genes, we checked the
clusters of orthologous groups (COGs) [19] for all 54 ribosomal proteins of the large and small ribosomal subunits on
the case-by-case basis. Four r-proteins (L31, L33, L36, S14)
are duplicated in several bacterial genomes and six proteins
(L11, L28, L7/L12, S1, S15, S18) are so far duplicated in only
one genome each (Table 1). The latter six cases appeared to
be recent, lineage-specific duplications [20], without indications of any unusual origin of the duplicates such as HGT.
In contrast, the paralogous pairs of the former four r-proteins showed considerable divergence, with each of the paralogs showing much greater sequence similarity to the
corresponding r-proteins from other species. This observation suggested that each of these duplications occurred on
only one occasion during evolution, with the extant distribution of the duplicates resulting from a combination of HGT
and DGL. To gain insight into the evolutionary trajectories of
these r-proteins, we examined their multiple alignments and
the genomic context of their genes, and performed phylogenetic analyses for each of them. Surprisingly, we observed
the same distinctive pattern of amino acid variation for all

Table 1
Paralogous genes for ribosomal proteins in bacterial genomes
r-protein

Genomes containing paralogs

Zn-ribbon present
in some forms

L36

Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Vibrio cholerae,
Neisseria meningitidis

Yes

L31

Escherichia coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa,
Vibrio cholerae, Neisseria meningitidis,
Bacillus subtilis

Yes

L33

Bacillus subtilis, Lactococcus lactis,
Mycoplasma pneumoniae, Mycoplasma
genitalium, Ureaplasma urealyticum

Yes

S14

Bacillus subtilis, Lactococcus lactis,
Streptococcus pyogenes, Mycobacterium
tuberculosis

Yes

S18

Mycobacterium tuberculosis

Yes

L28

Mycobacterium tuberculosis,
Streptomyces coelicolor

Yes

S1

Synechocystis sp.

No

S15

Haemophilus influenzae

No

L11

Bacillus halodurans

No

L7/L12

Synechocystis sp.

No
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An enigmatic observation is the presence of a proteobacterial-type C- L36 in the genomic context characteristic of the
C+ cluster (including the chloroplast of the red alga Porphyra purpurea) in the Guillardia theta chloroplast genome
(Figure 1). Given the presence of the C+ form of L36 in all
other sequenced chloroplast genomes and in cyanobacteria,
it appears practically certain that the ancestor of chloroplasts had a C+ L36 in the SecY-L36-S13 context. If that is

deposited research

The maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree, the multiple
alignment, and the conserved genomic contexts for the
r-protein L36 are shown in Figure 1. This is a small protein
with only 41 aligned positions. Nevertheless, three major
branches of the L36 tree are strongly supported by bootstrap
analysis, the large C+ cluster and two smaller C- clusters
(Figure 1). The C+ L36 sequences contain a ‘CXXC..CXXXH’
motif that forms a metal-binding Zn-ribbon as shown by
NMR analysis [21] of this protein. The C+ cluster includes
most of the bacterial sequences as well as sequences from
chloroplasts and mitochondria. With the sole exception of
the Arabidopsis chloroplast, all genomes that encode a C+
L36 protein contain the conserved gene pair L36-S13

Regardless of the exact position of the duplication in the
tree, multiple, alternative losses of the C+ and C- forms of
L36 seem to have occurred during bacterial evolution. In
particular, all alpha-proteobacteria have the C- L36,
whereas proteins from mitochondria, which evolved from
alpha-proteobacteria [22], have the C+ form. Probably the
ancestor of mitochondria encoded both forms of L36, with
C- form lost in ancient mitochondria and C+ form lost in
alpha-proteobacteria after their divergence from the mitochondrial ancestor.

reports

L36 (RpmJ)

Three proteobacteria (Neisseria meningitidis, Pseudomonas
aeruginosa, Vibrio cholerae) encode both C+ and C- forms
of L36. Given the presence of the C- form of L36 in all three
subdivisions of proteobacteria and the presence of paralogs
in beta and gamma subdivisions, it appears that the duplication of the L36 that gave rise to the two forms occurred, at
the latest, at the onset of proteobacterial divergence. A comparison of the likelihoods of different tree topologies using
the RELL method (see Materials and methods) suggests that
the duplication occurred even earlier, prior to the divergence
of the main bacterial lineages, because the likelihoods of the
topologies supporting the monophyly of the two proteobacterial clusters in the L36 tree (2 and 3 in Figure 1) was found
to be low (Table 3). The possibility remains that the duplication dates back only to the divergence of proteobacteria, but
was followed by a major acceleration of evolution, particularly in the C- cluster. However, this interpretation does not
seem to be supported by the relatively short branch lengths
in this part of the tree.

reviews

In light of these unexpected findings, we examined all the
remaining multiple alignments of r-proteins (regardless of
the existence of paralogs) for the possible presence of the
C+/- pattern. Three additional C+/- r-proteins, namely S18,
L32, and L28 (Figures 5-7), were identified. An apparent
lineage-specific duplication of S18 was detected in Mycobacterium tuberculosis and, as now could have been predicted,
one of the paralogs was of the C+ variety, whereas the other
one was C- (Figure 5). Only L28 is an exception, in that the
lineage-specific duplication, also in M. tuberculosis, involves
two C- proteins (Figure 6; however, see discussion below).
Phylogenetic analysis was undertaken for all seven
r-proteins that display the C+/- pattern, in combination with
comparison of their genomic context. When attempting to
infer evolutionary scenarios from this data, we assumed that
the presence of a Zn-ribbon was the ancestral state of each of
these r-proteins and only disruption, but not convergent
emergence of the Zn-ribbon, occurred during their evolution. These assumptions appear to be justified because, in
almost all cases, different stages in the disruption of the
Zn-ribbon were detected, from replacement of only one cysteine residue to complete elimination (Figures 1-7). All
r-protein sequences are short, which often renders the
results of phylogenetic analysis inconclusive. Therefore,
whenever possible, we sought not to rely in our analysis on
phylogenetic tree topology alone, but to integrate the information from the trees, shared derived characters (synapomorphies) identified in multiple sequence alignments, and
genomic context (gene order).

preceded by either the secY gene or the IF-1 gene (Figure 1).
This partial conservation of the genomic context further supports the monophyly of the C+ cluster. The first, larger Ccluster consists mostly of proteobacterial proteins. Proteins
of this cluster retain from one to three residues of the
Zn-ribbon and also contain a distinct three-residue insert, a
synapomorphy that supports the monophyly of this cluster
(Figure 1). The L31-L36 gene pair is present in three proteobacterial species with this type of L36, whereas in other
proteobacteria, the gene for the C- L36 is not adjacent to any
r-protein genes. Unexpectedly, the Guillardia chloroplast
genome contains the SecY-(C-)L36-S13 triad characteristic
of the C+ cluster. The second C- group so far includes only
chlamydial proteins and is characterized by complete elimination of the Zn-ribbon residues and a one-residue insert
compared to the C+ cluster.

comment

these four r-proteins. Each of them comes in two types, the
first type containing a pattern of two pairs of conserved cysteines (one of which is replaced by a histidine in some of the
L36 sequences), and the second type, in which this pattern is
completely or partially eliminated by substitution of the cysteines with amino acids that cannot chelate metal cations
(Figures 1-4). We designated these two types of r-proteins
C+ and C-, respectively. Typically, when two paralogous
genes for an r-protein gene were present in a bacterial
genome, one of the two versions was of the C+ variety and
the other of the C-variety (Tables 1,2).
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Table 2
Distributions of Zn-ribbons in seven ribosomal proteins in sequenced bacterial and organellar genomes
Species

Prefix used in
gene names

Taxon

L36

L33

L31

L32

L28

S14*

S18

C+, C- or both (B) forms
Escherichia coli

Gamma-proteobacteria

Buchnera sp.
Haemophilus influenzae
Pseudomonas aeruginosa
Vibrio cholerae
Xylella fastidiosa

None (genes designated
with systematic
four-letter names)
BU
HI
PA
VC
XF

+

-

B

-

-

-

-

+
+
B
B
-

-

B
B
-

-

-

-

-

Neisseria meningitidis

NM

Beta-proteobacteria

B

-

B

-

-

-

-

Helicobacter pylori
Campylobacter jejuni

HP
Cj

Epsilon-proteobacteria

+
+

-

+
+

-

-

+
+

-

Caulobacter crescentus
Mesorhizobium loti
Rickettsia prowazekii

CC
msr, mlr
RP

Alpha-proteobacteria

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Bacillus subtilis†
Bacillus halodurans†
Lactococcus lactis
Streptococcus pyogenes
Mycoplasma pneumoniae
Mycoplasma genitalium
Ureaplasma urealyticum

BS
BH
L
SPy
MPN
MG
UU

Gram-positive bacteria,
Bacillus-Clostridium group

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
B
+
+
+

B
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

-

B
+
B
B
+
+
+

-

Mycobacterium tuberculosis
Mycobacterium leprae

Rv
ML

Actinomycetales

+
+

+
-

+
+

-

-

B
+

B
+

Aquifex aeolicus

Aq_

Aquifecales

+

+

+

+

-

+

+

Thermotoga maritima

TM

Thermotogales

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Deinococcus radiodurans
Thermus thermophilus

DR
Not included in trees

Thermus-Deinococcus group

+
+

+

NA†

+
+

NA

+

-

Treponema pallidum
Borrelia burgdorferi

TP
BB

Spirochaetales

+
+

-

+
-

+
+

+
-

+
+

+
-

Chlamydophyla pneumoniae
Chlamydia trachomatis

CPn
CT

Chlamydiales

-

-

-

+
+

-

-

-

Synechocystis PCC6803

sml, ssr

Cyanobacteria

+

+

-

-

-

-

-

Arabidopsis thaliana,
chloroplast

None, see Methods
and materials

Eukaryota, Viridiplantae

+

+

-

-

-

-

-

Guillardia theta,
chloroplast

None, see Methods
and materials

Eukaryota, Cryptophyta

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Porphyra purpurea,
chloroplast

None, see Methods
and materials

Eukaryota, Rhodophyta

+

-

-

-

-

-

-

Reclinomonas americana,
mitochondrion

None, see Methods
and materials

Eukaryota, core jakobids

NA

NA

-

+

-

-

NA

Homo sapiens,
mitochondrion

None, see Methods
and materials

Eukaryota, Chordata

+

-

NA

+

-

-

-

Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
mitochondrion

None, see Methods
and materials

Eukaryota, Fungi

+

-

-

+

-

-

-

Arabidopsis thaliana,
mitochondrion

None, see Methods
and materials

Eukaryota, Viridiplantae

NA

-

NA

NA

-

-*

-

*S14 was not detected among the available protein sequences from Arabidopsis and the sequence from Vicia faba was used in all analyses (Figure 4).
†NA, sequence not available.
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Table 3

Tree*

L36 original

Difference in
log-likelihood†

Standard error‡

RELL-BP§

NA

0.7797

-45.7

11.8

0.0000

2→3

-29.1

10.9

0.0024

2→1

-42.7

10.9

0.0000

3→4

-3.1

3.6

0.2179

L31 original

0.9949

12.6

0.0007

2→1

-36.6

14.6

0.0044

S18 original

0.0

NA

0.9594

1→2

-6.7

3.9

0.0327

2→1

-20.3

8.9

0.0027

3→2

-16.7

7.1

0.0052

S18 original

0.0

NA

0.8344

4→5

-7.1

6.1

0.0838

5→4

-6.7

5.8

0.0818

L28 original

0.0

NA

0.9550

1→2

-18.9

10.5

0.0331

2→1

-19.3

9.4

0.0119

*The numbers refer to local rearrangements of the tree as indicated on
the corresponding figures. †Difference of the log-likelihoods relative to
the best tree. ‡Standard error of difference in log-likelihood. §Bootstrap
probability (BP) of the given tree calculated using the RELL method
(resampling of estimated log-likelihoods) [44]). NA, standard error
estimate is not applicable for the maximum likelihood tree.

L31 (RpmE)
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The gene for the r-protein L31 is also duplicated in some proteobacteria and in Bacillus subtilis, all of which have both the
C+ and the C- forms (Figure 2, Table 2). Similarly to the L36
case, the tree consists of three major branches, one of which
includes C+ forms and the other two consisting of C- forms.
In the L31 tree, the two C- clusters appear to form distinct
clades, one of which includes proteobacteria, several species
of Gram-positive bacteria, Chlamydia and the spirochete
Borrelia burgdorferi, and is supported by a clear-cut synapomorphy, an 11-13 amino-acid insert (Figure 2). Thus, in the
case of L31, the loss of the Zn-ribbon appears to be polyphyletic, with the C- form in cyanobacteria-chloroplasts,
alpha-proteobacteria, and Deinococcus probably derived
from the C+ form independently (Figure 2). The species
pattern in this secondary C- cluster is difficult to explain

Evolution of the r-protein L33 seems to follow the same scenario, with an early duplication and elimination of the Znribbon in one of the paralogs, with subsequent differential
gene loss. This model is supported by the tree topology and
sequence synapomorphies, and also by conserved operon
organization, which is different for the C+ and C- forms
(Figure 3). A notable aspect of the evolution of L33 is the
probable secondary duplication(s) in Gram-positive bacteria
leading to the presence of paralogous C+ forms in several
genomes from this lineage (Figure 3). An interesting case in
point is Lactococcus lactis, which has three paralogous L33
genes, one of which is C- and apparently the product of the
postulated ancient duplication, whereas the other two are of
the C+ variety and presumably originate from the secondary
duplication. In Ureaplasma urealyticum, B. subtilis and
L. lactis, the apparent secondary duplication was followed by
incipient disruption of the Zn-ribbon. However, an alternative explanation of the pattern of C+ L33 distribution in
Gram-positive bacteria could involve HGT - for example,
acquisition of the gene from epsilon-proteobacteria by the
mycoplasmal lineage (Figure 3). The direction of possible
HGT in this case is suggested by the fact that, in epsilon-proteobacteria, the L33 gene is in the characteristic, conserved
context, whereas no such context is seen in the mycoplasmas
(Figure 3).

refereed research

the case, the ancestral L36 gene was probably displaced ‘in
situ’, without a change of the genomic context, by a C- L36
gene that was introduced into the Guillardia chloroplast via
horizontal transfer, probably from mitochondria.

L33 (RpmG)

deposited research

NA

-36.7

reports

0.0

1→2

reviews

0.0

1→2

The most likely evolutionary scenario for L31 involves an
ancient duplication antedating the divergence of the major
bacterial lineages followed by multiple losses. However, as
with L36, a duplication at the base of proteobacterial evolution followed by horizontal acquisition of the C- form by
B. subtilis could not be ruled out. In addition to the probable
HGT in the secondary C- cluster, two independent cases of
‘gene displacement in situ’ seem to have occurred during
evolution of L31. The first case involves the two spirochetes,
Treponema pallidum and B. burgdorferi, that have the
same gene context, Rho-L31, but differ in that B. burgdorferi has the C- form as opposed to the C+ form in T. pallidum. The different positions of the two spirochetes in the
L31 tree are convincingly supported by sequence synapomorphies, bootstrap values, and the RELL analysis
(Figure 2, Table 3). Furthermore, a phylogenetic tree for the
Rho protein unequivocally supports the expected clustering
of the spirochetes (data not shown) ruling out HGT of an
entire operon. Thus, displacement in situ of the C+ form of
L31 in B. burgdorferi by a proteobacteria-type C- form
seems to be the most plausible explanation for the observed
evolutionary pattern. A similar displacement appears to have
taken place in B. halodurans compared to B. subtilis
(Figure 2).

comment

Log-likelihood analysis of possible placements of selected
branches of maximum likelihood trees for the analyzed
ribosomal proteins

without postulating at least two HGT events, one between
cyanobacteria and alpha-proteobacteria, and another one
between one of these lineages (most likely, cyanobacteria)
and Deinococcus.
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TM1476
aq_075
BS_rpmJ

4

BH0159
L153863
SPy0076
PORPU_CHL
DR2124
sml0006
ARATH_CHL
Rv3461c
ML1961
BB0499
Cj1591
HP1297
TP0209
NMB0164
VC2575

2

BU503
PA4242
rpmJ
HI0798_1
UU254
MG174
MPN188

IF-1

L36

S13

MKVQASVK---KRCEHCKIIRRKKRVYVICKVNPKHNQKQG

IF-1

L36

S13

MKVRSSVK---KRCAKCKIIRRKGRVMVICEI-PSHKQKTG

IF-1

L36

S13

MKVRPSVK---PICEKCKVIRRKGKVMVICE-NPKHKQKQG

IF-1

L36

S13

MKVRPSVK---PICEKCKVIRRKGTVMVICE-NPKHKQKQG

IF-1

L36

S13

MKVRPSVK---PICEYCKVIRRNGRVMVICPANPKHKQRQG

IF-1

L36

S13

MKVRPSVK---PICEYCKVIRRNGRVMVICPTNPKHKQRQG

secY

L36

S13

MKVRPSVR---KMCEKCRIIRRHRKVMVICN-NPKHKQRQG

IF-1

L36

S13

MKVRSSVK---KMCDNCKVVRRHGRVLVICS-NVKHKQRQG

IF-1

L36

S13

MKVRASVK---KMCDKCRVIRRRGRVMVICSANPKHKQRQG

S11

L36

S8

MKIRASVR---KICEKCRLIRRRGRIIVICS-NPRHKQRQG

IF-1

L36

S13

VKVNPSVK---PICDKCRLIRRHGRVMVICS-DPRHKQRQG

IF-1

L36

S13

MKVNPSVK---PMCDKCRVIRRHRRVMVICV-DPRHKQRQG

secY

L36

S13

MKVRVSVK---PICEKCKVIKRKGVLRIICD-NLKHKQRQK

IF-1

L36

S13

MKVRPSVK---KMCDKCKVVRRKGVVRIICE-NPKHKQRQG

IF-1

L36

S13

MKVRPSVK---KMCDNCKIIKRRGVIRVICA-TPKHKQRQG

secY

L36

S13

MKIRTSVK---VICDKCKLIKRFGIIRVICV-NPKHKQRQG

IF-1

L36

S13

MRVQPSVK---KICRNCKIIRRNRVVRVICT-DLRHKQRQG

secY

L36

S13

secY

L36

S13

secY

L36

S13

secY

L36

S13

MKVRASVK---KLCRNCKIVKRDGVIRVICSAEPKHKQRQG

secY

L36

S13

MKVRASVK---KMCRNCKIVKREGVVRVLCS-DPKHKQRQG

IF-1

L36

S13

MKVRASVK---AICKDCKIVKRSGVVRVICA-NSKHKQRQG

IF-1

L36

S13

MKVRASVK---PICKDCKIIKRHRILRVICK-TKKHKQRQG

IF-1

L36

S13

MKVRASVK---PICKDCKIIKRHQIVRVICK-TQKHKQRQG

YEAST_MIT

MKVQASVK---VLCRSCKIIKRNNVVRVICSNDPKHKQRQG
MKVRASVK---KLCRNCKIIRRDGIVRVICSAEPRHKQRQG

FKVRTSVK---KFCSDCYLVRRKGRVYIYCKSNKKHKQRQG
FKNKTVLK---KRCKDCYLVKRRGRWYVYCKTHPRHKQRQM

HOMSA_MIT

MKIKNSLKALKARHRDNQLVRRKGRVYIINKTAPRYKARQG

msr3814
3

MKVRASVK---KICRNCKVIKRNGVVRVICS-EPKHKQRQG

MKVRSSLKSLKGRHRDCKMVRRKGVIYIINKTDPRFKAKQG

CC3321

MKVVSSLKSLKKRDKDCQIVKRRGKIFVINKKNKRFRAKQG

RP456
GUITH_CHL
PA3600
VC0879
1

NMB0941
XF2440

CT786
CPn0936

S13

MKVVSSIGSLKNRSKDCQIVKRRGRIYVICKTDPRLKVRQG

secY

L36

L31

L36

MKVLASLKQAKLRHRDCQVVKRRGRLYVICKSNPRFKCVQG

L31

L36

MKVLSSLKSAKNRHPDCQIVKRRGRLYVICKSNPRFKAVQR

L31

L36

MQVLSSLKTAKQRHRDCQIVRRRGKVYVICKSNPRFKARQR

L34

L36

S14

MRVSSSIKA--DPSKGDKLVRRKGRLYVINKKDPNRKQRQA

L34

L36

S14

MKVSSSVKA--DPSKGDKLVRRKGRLYVINKKDPNRKQRQA
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Figure 1
Phylogenetic tree, conserved gene context and multiple alignment of L36 ribosomal proteins. A maximum-likelihood
unrooted tree was built using the MOLPHY program. The same program was used to compute bootstrap probabilities. Those
branches that were supported by bootstrap probability greater than 70% are marked by small black circles. Gene names of
organisms that have duplications of this protein are highlighted by different colors. The red-outlined arrow indicates a protein
that probably has been subject to HGT (see text). Those branches whose alternative placements were assessed using the
RELL method are indicated by circles with numbers (see Table 3). The scale bar (10) indicates the number of substitutions
per 100 sites. Conserved genes in the neighborhood of the L36 gene are shown by colored arrows (center of figure). White
arrows indicate adjacent genes that encode translation-system proteins but whose context is not conserved in genomes of
distant species. Orthologous genes are shown in the same color. Genes are denoted by systematic names adopted for the
respective genomes; a key is given in Table 2. Gene name abbreviations: IF-1, translation initiation factor IF-1; secY,
preprotein translocase subunit SecY; L36, S13, S11, S3, S14, L31, L34, ribosomal proteins. A partial multiple alignment of L36
protein sequences is shown on the right (the complete multiple alignment used for the tree construction contained 41
positions); cysteines and histidines of the Zn-ribbon are shown in magenta. Remnants of this motif in sequences that do not
have all four conserved residues of the Zn-ribbon are shown in green.

As with other C+/- r-proteins, isolated occasions of probable
HGT were detected for L33. In particular, Deinococcus
radiodurans encodes a C- protein, but has genomic context
(EF-Tu, L33, secE) identical to that in Aquifex aeolicus,
Thermotoga maritima, and epsilon-proteobacteria, which
all encode the C+ version of L33 (Figure 3). The phylogenetic
tree for the SecE protein showed statistically supported clustering of D. radiodurans with A. aeolicus and epsilonproteobacteria (data not shown), in agreement with the
identical genomic context. Thus, displacement in situ

appears to be the best explanation for the presence of the Cform of L33 in D. radiodurans.
A rare case of probable xenologous displacement of the Cform with the C+ version is seen in M. leprae when compared to M. tuberculosis (Figure 3). Among all r-proteins,
L33 is the only case when the two mycobacteria do not group
together in phylogenetic trees (Figures 1-7 and data not
shown). The ancestral mycobacterium most likely encoded
the C- form because M. tuberculosis has the L28-L33 gene

http://genomebiology.com/2001/2/9/research/0033.7
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The main aspects of the evolution of r-protein S14 were
described by Brochier and colleagues [18]. However, the
relationship between the C+ and C- forms is not considered
in their work. Unlike the other C+/C- r-proteins, S14 is universally present in ribosomes from all three superkingdoms,
which presents unequivocal evidence that the C+ state is

Paralogous C+ and C- versions of S14 are seen in B. subtilis, L.
lactis, Streptococcus pyogenes, and M. tuberculosis
(Figure 4). The phyletic distribution of the C+ and C- forms of
S14 among bacteria closely resembles the distribution of the
L33 forms (compare Figures 4 and 3), with the exception of
the cyanobacteria/chloroplast lineage that, in the case of S14
belongs to the C- cluster. However, a distinctive feature of S14
is the conservation of the genomic context between proteobacteria, which have the C- form, and those bacteria and archaea
that have the C+ version (Figure 4). Displacement in situ of
the C+ form by the C- form in proteobacteria appears to be the
most plausible explanation of this evolutionary pattern.

information

S14 (RpsN)

ancestral because this is the form found in archaea and
eukaryotes (Figure 4). It has been shown that the cysteines
in S14 are indeed involved in Zn-binding and the formation
of a Zn-ribbon domain [23].

interactions

pair typical of the genomes that encode the C- version of
L33, whereas M. leprae does not have any conserved context
around the L33 gene (Figure 3). Moreover, in the tree for the
L28 protein, the two mycobacteria confidently group
together (see below). Thus, at a relatively recent stage of evolution, after the divergence from M. tuberculosis, M. leprae
probably acquired a C+ form of L33 by HGT (possibly from
Gram-positive bacteria), with subsequent elimination of the
ancestral C- form.
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Figure 2
Phylogenetic tree, conserved gene context and multiple alignment of L31 ribosomal proteins. Designations are as in Figure 1.
Gene name abbreviations: Rho, transcription termination factor Rho; prfA, peptide chain release factor 1; priA, primosomal
protein N’; L31, S9, S12, L36, ribosomal proteins. A partial multiple alignment of L31 protein sequences is shown on the right
(the complete multiple alignment used for the tree construction contained 96 positions).
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VELISLICEETGIR----------NYTTTKNRRNKQEKLELMKYCPKLRKHTLHKEGK
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Figure 3
Phylogenetic tree, conserved gene context and multiple alignment of L33 ribosomal proteins. Designations are as in Figure 1.
Gene name abbreviations: EF-Tu, elongation factor EF-Tu; secE, preprotein translocase secE subunit; L28, L33, S14, S18,
ribosomal proteins. A partial multiple alignment of L33 protein sequences is shown on the right (the complete multiple
alignment used for tree construction contained 58 positions). The sequence of UU579a was translated from the complete
genome sequence of Ureaplasma urealyticum using the TBLASTN program [44].

S18 (RpsR)
Paralogous genes for S18 were detected only in M. tuberculosis. Although the two M. tuberculosis proteins belong to
the same branch, which indicates a lineage-specific duplication (probably occurring prior to the divergence of M. tuberculosis and M. leprae, with one of the paralogs lost in the
latter), the Rv2055 protein is of the C+ type, whereas
Rv2055 is of the C- type (Figure 5). Thus, it appears that,
over a comparatively short evolutionary span, all metalchelating amino acids in the latter protein have been substituted (Figure 5). In the case of S18, the C- form is a strong
majority, with the C+ forms scattered around the tree
(Figure 5). The leitmotif of evolution of this r-protein seems
to be independent disruption of Zn-ribbons on many occasions. At face value, there seems to be no evidence of an
ancient duplication. However, the alpha-proteobacterial and
mitochondrial branches do not cluster together in the S18
tree (Figure 5), which is fully supported by the RELL analysis (Table 3). An early duplication, with subsequent differential gene loss, seems to be the best explanation for this tree
topology as discussed above for L36, but in the case of S18,

this scenario is confounded by the apparent secondary loss
of the Zn-ribbon in the mitochondrial proteins (Figure 5).
This chain of events is supported by the varying degree of the
Zn-ribbon disruption in the mitochondria of different
eukaryotes, with only one cysteine lost in humans, but all of
them eliminated in yeasts and Arabidopsis (Figure 5).
In addition, a clear-cut case of HGT was detected that
involves three closely related bacterial species of the order
Mycoplasmatales - U. urealyticum and two mycoplasmas.
The mycoplasmas have a C+ form of S18, which forms an
unexpected but strongly supported cluster with the C- proteins from epsilon-proteobacteria, whereas U. urealyticum
has a C- form, which belongs to the cluster of Gram-positive
bacteria, as generally expected of the mycoplasmas
(Figure 5). The RELL test supported the respective positions
of the U. urealyticum and the mycoplasmas in the tree
(Table 3). Given this topology, it seems most likely that, in
the mycoplasmas, the C- form, which was probably present
in the ancestor of the Gram-positive bacteria, was replaced
with a C+ version, possibly of proteobacterial origin

http://genomebiology.com/2001/2/9/research/0033.9
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L32 (RpmF)

A case of apparent xenologous gene displacement (displacement with an ortholog from a distant lineage [24]) is
detectable among the Gram-positive bacteria. Most bacteria
of this lineage encode a C+ L32 protein, but L. lactis has a
C- form that falls within the proteobacterial clade
(Figure 6). Displacement of the typical Gram-positive form
of L32 with a C- proteobacterial form can be confidently

information

The emerging picture of evolution of L32 resembles, in
several respects, that for S18. None of the available genomes
encodes paralogous forms of L32, but the separation of
alpha-proteobacteria and mitochondria (Figure 6), again, is
most compatible with an ancient duplication-differential
loss scenario. In this case, all mitochondrial L32-proteins
are C+ forms, but the mitochondrial protein from Reclinomonas americana does not cluster with those from
crown-group eukaryotes. It appears that, in one of these
mitochondrial lineages, the original L32 gene has been dis-

placed by that from a different bacterial lineage; with Reclinomonas being an early-branching eukaryote, it remains
unclear which lineage has the ancestral version. The C- versions do not form a single clade in the L32 tree, which indicates that the Zn-ribbon might have been eliminated
independently on at least two or three occasions during evolution (Figure 6).

interactions

(Figure 5). As with other r-proteins, the displacement seems
to have occurred in situ, without a change in the operon
structure (Figure 5).
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Figure 4
Phylogenetic tree, conserved gene context and multiple alignment of S14 ribosomal proteins. Designations are as in Figure 1.
Gene name abbreviations: S18, S14, S8, L5, L36, L33, ribosomal proteins. A partial multiple alignment of S14 protein
sequences is shown on the right (the complete multiple alignment used for tree construction contained 103 positions).
Mitochondrial S14 protein from Vicia faba (GI: 134068) was included in the tree instead of a sequence from Arabidopsis, in
which it was not detected. The sequence APE_s14 was translated from the complete genome sequence of Aeropyrum pernix
using the TBLASTN program [44].
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Figure 5
Phylogenetic tree, conserved gene context and multiple alignment of S18 ribosomal proteins. Designations are as in Figure 1.
Gene name abbreviations: SSB, single-strand-binding protein; priB, primosomal protein N; S18, S14, S6, L9, L33, ribosomal
proteins. A partial multiple alignment of S18 protein sequences is shown on the right (the complete multiple alignment used
for the tree construction contained 71 positions). The sequence ARATH_MIT was translated from the expressed sequence
tag (EST) sequence (GI: 12083223).
inferred and, in this case, is accompanied by a change in
genome context (Figure 6).

plausible possibility is an ancient duplication, a single disruption of the Zn-ribbon, and the loss of the C+ form in most
lineages, and of the C- form in a few.

L28 (RpmB)
Paralogous forms of this r-protein are seen in two species of
actinomycetes, M. tuberculosis and Streptomyces coelicolor.
M. tuberculosis clearly has a lineage-specific duplication of
the C- form: in contrast, S. coelicolor has distinct C- and C+
forms and a closely related C+ form was detected also in
Mycobacterium CDC1551 (Figure 7). The proteins from
alpha-proteobacteria and mitochondria form a distinct clade
of C- forms in the L28 tree. Notably, the two spirochetes,
B. burgdorferi and T. pallidum, have, respectively, a C- form
and a C+ form which belong to different clusters as supported by the RELL analysis (Table 3). The C+ forms of L28
comprise a small cluster, which includes representatives of
diverse bacterial lineages (Figure 7). Thus, the most likely
scenario for the evolution of this r-protein seems to involve
several independent disruptions of the Zn-ribbon, followed
by HGT in spirochetes and actinomycetes, with or without
displacement of the original L28 gene, respectively. The less

Conclusions
Recent comparisons of prokaryotic genomes revealed a more
dynamic picture of evolution than previously envisaged, with
major contributions from horizontal gene transfer and differential gene loss. However, information processing
systems in general, and the translation system in particular,
are considered to be much less prone to these evolutionary
processes than metabolic and signal transduction systems
[25]. To a considerable extent, these notions are supported
by phylogenetic analysis of several components of the translation and transcription systems that typically follow the
“standard model’’ of evolution [12], with the first major
bifurcation separating the bacterial and the archaeo-eukaryotic branches, and representatives of the major branches of
bacteria and archaea forming coherent clusters [26,27].
However, notable deviations from this pattern were detected

http://genomebiology.com/2001/2/9/research/0033.11
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in phylogenetic analyses of aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases and
some translation factors [12-14].

information

The recurring pattern of early emergence and subsequent
repeated disruption of Zn-ribbons in seven bacterial
r-proteins and its connection to duplication are the most
unexpected findings of this study. The correlation between

interactions

In the case of r-proteins, which function together as parts of
a complex molecular machine, HGT and DGL a priori might
seem to be particularly unlikely. This notion is supported by
the lack of any indications of exchange of r-protein genes
between bacteria and archaea, which probably reflects the
major functional difference between bacterial and archaeal
ribosomes. However, within the bacterial superkingdom, a
different picture seems to be emerging. Phylogenetic analysis of S14 [18] first indicated, and the evolutionary study of
six more r-proteins described here confirmed, that both
HGT and DGL have been important in the evolution of bacterial r-proteins. The evolutionary patterns revealed by the
present analysis appear to point to DGL as the major factor

that has affected the evolution of r-proteins subsequent to
ancient duplications, with HGT emerging, in each case, as an
additional force resulting in a further increase in the complexity of evolutionary scenarios. In retrospect, the relatively
common occurrence of HGT during evolution of r-protein
genes might not be particularly surprising because compatibility of several r-proteins from distant species has been
demonstrated in replacement experiments [28,29]. In particular, replacement of E. coli S18 (C+ type) with a C- form
from chloroplast did not affect ribosome assembly and
function [28].

refereed research

Figure 6
Phylogenetic tree, conserved gene context and multiple alignment of L32 ribosomal proteins. Designations are as in Figure 1.
Gene name abbreviations: fabH, 3-oxoacyl-(acyl-carrier protein) synthase; plsX, fatty acid/phospholipid synthesis protein;
aspP, acyl carrier protein; uMB, predicted metal-binding, possibly nucleic acid-binding protein (COG1399); L32, L33,
ribosomal proteins. A partial multiple alignment of L32 protein sequences is shown on the right (the complete multiple
alignment used for the tree reconstruction had 58 positions). Mitochondrial L32 protein from Schizosaccharomyces pombe
(GI: 7493310) was additionally included in the tree. The L32 protein from Staphylococcus aureus (GI: 13700928) was included
in the tree instead of the sequence from S. pyogenes (SPy2159), which appears to be truncated.
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Figure 7
Phylogenetic tree, conserved gene context and multiple alignment of L28 ribosomal proteins. Designations are as in Figure 1.
Gene name abbreviations: L28, L31, L33, ribosomal proteins. A partial multiple alignment of L28 protein sequences is shown
on the right (the complete multiple alignment used for the tree construction contained 71 positions).
the presence of a Zn-ribbon in a r-protein and gene duplication is indeed notable: Zn-ribbons were detected in
seven bacterial r-proteins and, for six of these, gene duplication was also observed, of the total of ten duplicated
r-proteins (Table 1). The persistence of this theme strongly
suggests a common underlying teleology. Examination of
the distribution of C+ and C- forms of r-protein among
bacterial lineages does not reveal any strict regularity, but
two trends deserve to be mentioned: first, thermophilic
bacteria (Aquifex and Thermotoga) almost always have a
C+ form (with the single exception of the partially disrupted Zn-ribbon in L28 from Aquifex); and second,
alpha-proteobacteria always have a C- form (Table 2).
Examination of the available r-protein sequences from
another thermophile, Thermus thermophilus, also shows a
preponderance of C+ forms of r-proteins, with the sole
exception of S18. In particular, T. thermophilus has C+
forms of L33 and S14, in contrast to the C– form seen in its
mesophilic relative, D. radiodurans (Table 2). Taken

together, these observations seem to suggest that the dominance of C+ forms in bacterial thermophiles is adaptive
and might contribute to the stability of the ribosome at
high temperatures. Notably, seven archaeo-eukaryote-specific r-proteins of hyperthermophilic archaea - S27E,
L34E, L24E, L37AE, L37E, L40E, L44E - contain Znribbons and, in none of these cases, was the C+/- pattern
observed (data not shown). Given that all C+/- r-protein,
with the exception of S14, are bacteria-specific, it seems
likely that, at a certain early stage in bacterial evolution,
subsequent to the divergence from the archaeo-eukaryotic
lineage, several Zn-ribbon proteins have been recruited for
ribosome-associated functions. This might have been associated with a thermophilic stage in the early evolution of
bacteria. The possible cause of complete elimination of the
C+ forms of r-proteins from alpha-proteobacteria remains
a mystery. The presence of both C+ and C- forms in mitochondria that have been derived from alpha-proteobacteria suggests that the exclusive loss of the C+ forms in the

http://genomebiology.com/2001/2/9/research/0033.13

Unique functions of paralogous r-proteins that are present
in many bacteria (Table 1) are not understood. It seems possible that some of these proteins might assume functions
distinct from their role in ribosome structure and translation
[30], for example, regulation of the expression of the second
paralog at the level of translation. Autogenous translation
regulation by r-proteins is a well-known phenomenon
[31,32] which, among the C+/- proteins, has been demonstrated for yeast S14 [33].

The present analysis of C+/- r-proteins raises interesting
functional questions and shows that the evolution of r-proteins, at least in bacteria, substantially deviates from
straightforward vertical inheritance and includes multiple
instances of DGL and HGT. The C+/- pattern and the duplication of the corresponding r-protein genes provide the
framework for detecting these events even in cases when
phylogenetic trees alone do not offer sufficient support for a
specific evolutionary scenario. It cannot be ruled out that
DGL and HGT are even more common in the evolution of
the ribosome, but their identification for other r-proteins
will require additional data and more sophisticated phylogenetic analyses.

information

Each sequence set of orthologous proteins as defined in the
COG database [19] was aligned using the ClustalW program
[38], with subsequent manual validation and correction.
Evolutionary distances were calculated using the Dayhoff
PAM model as implemented in the PROTDIST program of
the PHYLIP package [39]. Distance trees were constructed
using the least-square method [40] as implemented in the
FITCH program of PHYLIP [39]. Maximum likelihood trees

interactions

Amino acid sequences of r-proteins from completely
sequenced prokaryotic genomes were extracted from the
Genome division of the Entrez retrieval system [36,37]. The
analyzed genomes included those of bacteria: Escherichia
coli, Buchnera sp., Haemophilus influenzae, Pseudomonas
aeruginosa, Vibrio cholerae, Xylella fastidiosa, Neisseria
meningitidis, Helicobacter pylori, Campylobacter jejuni,
Caulobacter crescentus, Mesorhizobium loti, Rickettsia
prowazekii, Bacillus subtilis, Bacillus halodurans, Lactococcus lactis, Streptococcus pyogenes, Mycoplasma pneumoniae, Mycoplasma genitalium, Ureaplasma urealyticum,
Mycobacterium tuberculosis, Mycobacterium leprae,
Aquifex aeolicus, Thermotoga maritima, Deinococcus
radiodurans, Thermus thermophilus, Treponema pallidum,
Borrelia burgdorferi, Chlamydophyla pneumoniae,
Chlamydia trachomatis, Synechocystis PCC6803; archaea:
Archaeoglobus fulgidus, Halobacterium sp. NRC-1,
Methanococcus jannaschii, Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum, Thermoplasma acidophilum, Pyrococcus
horikoshii,
Aeropyrum
pernix;
chloroplasts
from
Arabidopsis thaliana (ARATH_CHL), Guillardia theta
(GUITH_MIT), Porphyra purpurea (PORPU_MIT); mitochondrial r-proteins from Reclinomonas americana
(RECAM_MIT), Homo sapiens (HOMSA_MIT), Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Arabidopsis thaliana (ARATH_MIT).
In some cases, additional sequences were included (see
figure legends).
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One of the driving forces behind the differential evolution of
the C+ and C- forms of r-proteins, and in particular HGT,
could be antibiotic resistance. Although there is no direct
evidence of a role of Zn-ribbons in antibiotic resistance, S14,
which is part of the peptidyl-transferase center [2], interacts

Sequence data
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Several of the probable cases of HGT that involve C+/r-proteins appear to have occurred by the displacement in
situ route, that is, without disruption of the local gene order.
At first glance, incorporation of an incoming alien gene into
the recipient genome in the exact same place of the resident
orthologous gene seems to be extremely unlikely. The only
plausible explanation is that the corresponding gene
arrangements confer a substantial selective advantage upon
the bacteria that have them and, accordingly, displacements
that result in a disruption of the operon organization are
eliminated by purifying selection. On some, or even all, occasions, displacement in situ might have occurred via a twostage mechanism, whereby the acquired alien gene is
initially incorporated in a different place in the recipient
genome, and subsequently displaces the resident gene by
intra-genomic recombination. Evidence for such a two-stage
mechanism has been presented previously in a different
context, when considering gene fusions that involve horizontally transferred genes [34]. Displacement in situ is likely to
be particularly prominent in the case of r-operons because
these are the most conserved gene arrays in prokaryotic
genomes, but this phenomenon has been noticed also during
the analysis of other operons (M.V. Omelchenko, K.S.M. and
E.V.K., unpublished observations).

Materials and methods

reports

It seems to be potentially significant that in several bacteria
two or more C+/- r-proteins form distinct operons, for
example S18-S14-L33-L28 in M. tuberculosis, L36-L31 in
proteobacteria, L36-S14 in chlamydia, L33-L32 in L. lactis
and S. pyogenes, and L33-S18 in Synechocystis and chloroplasts (Figures 1-7). Curiously, the small protein whose gene
is adjacent to the L32 gene in several bacterial genomes
(COG1399; Figure 6), although not present in all bacteria
and not known to be a ribosome-associated protein, also displays the C+/- pattern (data not shown). Thus, some of the
C+/- r-proteins might be linked at the levels of function and
regulation of expression.

reviews

with different antibiotics and interaction with puromycin
has also been demonstrated for S18 [35].
comment

free-living bacteria of this lineage is due to some unknown
environmental pressure.

14 Genome Biology
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were constructed by using the ProtML program of the
MOLPHY package [41], with the JTT-F model of amino acid
substitutions [41,42], to optimize the least-square trees with
local rearrangements. Bootstrap analysis was performed for
each maximum likelihood tree as implemented in MOLPHY
using the Resampling of Estimated Log-Likelihoods (RELL)
method [41,43]. Alternative placements of selected clades in
maximum-likelihood trees were compared by using the
rearrangement optimization method as implemented in the
ProtML program [41].
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